JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
JEA 1A28 - AMERICANA (1920s)
Non Continuous
Time Code!
<5/94>
[u-bit #18913410]
1341-1-8
05:00:26 1) PAN of rear view of women in line modeling hair, woman
-05:00:59 turning around while modeling hair with boyish bob and elaborate
pin, Miss 1928 turning around while modeling hair with flowers
[Kinograms]

(S) Fashion: Hair 1920

05:01:06 2) Bessie Love dancing Charleston in front of bamboo fence
-05:01:59

(N) Dance: Charleston

05:02:04 3) women modeling at hairdresser convention in Chicago
-05:03:00 [Kinograms] /
05:03:02
woman teaching class with diagram of head on blackboard -05:04:56 one student in class standing up...then sitting down, students
dressing hair and giving facials to women with teachers watch
and give instruction, woman sticking her head into tube of drying
machine, man fitting woman with wig, women having hair pulled
out from her neck by hand after application of tar like substance,
man dressing woman’s hair in front of mirror, woman modeling
pin in her hair, man dressing woman’s hair

(S) Fashion: Woman’s Hair
[also partially below
05:29:17-05:29:34]

05:05:01 4) “Michigan Theatre Chooses ‘Directorette’ To Pose In Grand
-05:05:37 Lobby...” - PAN of women posing arm in arm in line in lobby for
usherette contest, MCS winner of contest Miss Beverly Birks
[The Detroit News Pictorial]

(N) Fashion: 1926

05:05:40 5) couples dancing with superimposed hands playing piano then
(N) Parties: Jazz Age
-05:09:23 man shaking and pouring cocktails then man and woman kissing,
-3woman on table kissing man on floor, woman falling on man
[also see 1X13
smoking cigarette on couch, woman stealing man from another
10:06:51-10:14:59]
woman to dance, two women and man on table toasting and
dancing, people getting ready to leave room with butterfly cutouts
on walls, woman putting her coat over head of older man, people
getting ready to bowl with liquor bottles as pins, man playing piano
while people dance, two men putting ornate room divider around
other man sitting in chair <feature clip>
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05:09:27 6) TILT up from legs of woman and older man dancing Charleston
-05:09:53 then man putting hands on his chest and fainting <feature clip>

(N) Parties: Jazz
Age

05:09:57 7) CSs gear cutting machine in operation, men working in engine
-05:14:04 assembly department, men working at large presses stamping
out front hubs and fenders, leather storage and sewing departments,
men enameling steel bodies passing by on conveyor chain

(N) Industry: Auto Dodge (1924/1925)
[section]
[partially also
on 1X39
01:19:30-10:19:47]

05:14:08 8) “A Few Of The 20,000 Employees Leaving The Plant.” - many
-05:14:25 workers leaving factory with some people in mist of workers
holding up newspapers

(N) Industry: Auto Dodge (1924/1925)
[section]

1341-3-5
05:15:01 1) <continuation from below at 05:17:13> How Not To Sell - man
(S) Stores & Markets
-05:16:32 demonstrating vacuum cleaner then washing machine to women
[section]
in store and loosing both sales because of poor performance (1929)
[also see 1X49
05:16:34
saleswoman demonstrating washing machine for woman customer
08:28:51-08:30:52]
-05:17:11
[also see 1A29
02:33:53-02:34:07]
05:17:13 2) woman coming into store and being ignored by salesman
-05:17:26 <continued above at 05:15:01>
05:17:27
man demonstrating vacuum cleaner, women customers leaving
-05:17:46 room in store with sign on back wall: “Westinghouse Mazda
Lamp...” (1927)

(S) Stores & Markets
[section]

05:19:07 3) various department store scenes - LS exterior with street scene
-05:21:07 (1930), interior of children’s clothing department, boy trying
on jacket, saleswoman putting hat on little girl (1929),
women at counter looking at lace doll, CS doll (1920),
women looking at bolt of fabric

(N) Stores: Retail
[also on 1X61
15:27:25-15:29:20]
[also see 1X48
01:46:18-01:47:02]

05:21:11 4) woman buying fabric from saleswoman
-05:22:11 (1930)

(N) Stores: Pos
[also see 1X61
15:29:24-15:29:53&
15:34:53-15:34:59]
[also on 1X09
13:11:32-13:12:32]
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05:22:43 5) woman tuning in radio surrounded by children with books
-05:22:50 (1929)

(S) Radio: Listening
[also on 1X01
03:17:01-03:17:07]
[also see 1X01
03:16:43-03:16:52]

1341-2-7
05:23:26 1) policeman taking away man soaking up spilled liquor from street
-05:23:37 gutter with sponge and squeezing it into bottle
<rolling frame lines at beginning>

(N) Prohibition

05:23:41 2) two flappers sitting on running board of auto with radio and
-05:24:27 laughing, one flapper tuning in radio (1920s)

(N) Radio: Listening
[also see 1X28
02:17:34-02:17:58]

05:24:30 3) couples dancing on deck of yacht
-05:24:56

(N) Shipboard Life
(1925)

05:25:01 4) various women having their hair dressed by man
-05:28:44

(N) Fashion: 1931
[section]

05:28:48 5) woman kicking up and twirling around while dancing on ship
-05:29:13 with brass band playing in background

(S) Dance: Charleston
-2[silent]
[see similar
shot below]

05:29:17 6) Waldorf show - diagram of heads on blackboard in class,
-05:29:34 woman getting facials from students

(N) Fashion: 1925
[also above
05:03:02-05:03:19]

05:29:38 7) woman dancing the Charleston on ship with brass band playing
-05:30:12 <some rolling frame lines>

(S) Dance: Charleston
-2[see similar
shot above]
[also better
transfer on 1X61
15:05:27-15:06:01]
[also see 1X47
22:09:36-22:10:02]

